Seining
Pre - Class Activity
Introduction: Soon you will be participating in a beach seining class at Driftwood Education
Center. Beach seining is a specific style of fishing that requires manual handling of a net. In the
following activity, you will be introduced to some of the species you may catch as well as an
introduction to the features and use of the beach seine net.
Directions (Part 1): Use the following interactive activity to initiate a discussion of fish
adaptations and diversity. Students should "build a fish" on the interactive webpage provided by
Shedd Aquarium. Have each student build several different fish or have the students compare
and contrast the features and behaviors of their fish with the rest of the class. Discuss why
different features and behaviors might be beneficial for survival. Discuss why it is important that
there are several different survival strategies in the ocean food web. The discussion should
include why diversity is an important characteristic for the hardiness of an ecosystem.
Shedd Aquarium "Build a Fish" webpage:
http://unctv.pbslearningmedia.org/asset/lsps07_int_buildafish/
Now that you have discussed the importance of diversity in fish shape and behavior, compare the
fish created by the class to some real species that can be found on the coast of Georgia. A guide
of common fish is included on the following page.

Directions (Part 2): Take a look at the diagram of a beach seine net shown below. Notice that
the floats and weights keep the net vertical in the water. Discuss why it would be important to
keep the weights close to the sandy bottom and the floats at the surface of the water. When you
are seining, you move the net from offshore toward the beach and attempt to catch the fish
between the net and the shore. Notice how the net bubbles out in the diagram instead of being in
a straight line through the water. Think about the types of fish you discussed in Part 1. Do you
think that the bubble shape would be helpful for catching certain types of fish over others? What
if you kept the net in a straighter line? Would the speed of the net movement matter?
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Seining
Post - Class Activity

Fishing for Answers
Introduction: Seining class at Driftwood introduced your group to one method of fishing. The
following activity will extend this introduction into research and discussion of the motivations,
methods, and impacts of different styles of fishing. The activity will exercise the data mining,
writing, and presentation skills of your group.
Directions: Students will choose a fishing technique (i.e. trolling, jigging, long-lining, pots, etc.)
to use as a topic for a short paper and presentation. This can be done individually or in small
groups. Topics can range from subsistence fishing techniques to leisure and sport fishing
techniques to commercial fishing methods at the discretion of the teacher. Each paper and
presentation should include information about the common motives for fishing in the chosen
style, the usual target species, and the positive and negative outcomes or impacts of the chosen
fishing technique. Following the presentations, the teacher should initiate a discussion reviewing
the pros and cons of the chosen techniques. Explain that the more diverse an ecosystem, the
easier it is for the ecosystem to carry on after major change. The discussion should include
brainstorming potential alternatives and sustainable fishing options.

